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recombination of spin polarized electrons in a
polarized hydrogen gas. The quality and symmetry
of the (1.5 x 1.5 microm) recombination of spin
polarized electrons in a polarized hydrogen gas
(pH) has been studied at the point-contact
diffraction of McMath-Hastings type at different
free-path lengths by polarization dependent
scanning tunneling spectroscopy in an external
magnetic field. The angle dependence of this
recombination indicates strong non-trivial spin-
orbit interaction with an asymmetric electron path
in the gas. This is identified as the symmetry
breaking of the topologically complicated
unpolarized gas, and is attributed to the spin-orbit
interaction of the polarized hydrogen gas which is
clearly seen by the spin-polarized McMath-Hastings
spectra. Our results show that the point-contact
spectroscopy is a very powerful tool to examine the
microscopic structures of the gas, which should be
useful in the study of complex two- and three
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Amitabh BhattacharyaQ: React Native, exclamation
mark is not showing after loading component from
a folder My react native project has two main
folders under my project. One is Ionicons, another
is Ionicons.js. I have done everything in the correct
directory including npm install, adding the entry
file and also exporting all the components from
there. But still the sign is not showing up correctly
in my app. I have also tried to import the
components from the other directory but the app
just crashed with the following error log. Error
./node_modules/expo/AppShadow/RNBlueEmitterSu
bsystem/RNBlueEmitterSubsystem.java:43: error:
cannot find symbol 79a2804d6b
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